
Let’s Use HyperLinks instead of attacHments 
here’s how/why?
by Lizelle Gilliland

Attachments are old-world-think!  They can create more problems for you than being of assistance. Become a hyper-link fan 
and make it easier on yourself and for those you wish to engage with or provide more information to. 
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How hyper-link savvy are you? Would you like to know the benefits?

a reminder of the disadvantages of 
attachments

Have i convinced you?

a hyperlink in your text means that the reader can 
immediately access some important additional data by 
clicking, tapping, or hovering. a hyperlink can point to a 
whole document or to a specific element within a document. 
Hypertext is text with hyperlinks.

How do you do a hyperlink?

create a hyperlink to a location on the web (discuss this with 
it if necessary)

1. select the text or picture that you want to display as a 
hyperlink.

2. on the insert tab, click Hyperlink. you can also right-click 
the text or picture and click Hyperlink on the shortcut 
menu.

3. in the insert Hyperlink box, type or paste your link in the 
address box.

i am sharing my top reasons for including hyperlinks in 
content.

1. Credibility

think of it as a modern version of a footnote! Whenever you’re 
naming a source, citing a reference, or referring to another 
publication, a hyperlink lets you do it in the body of your 
content. 

it takes you out of the `they say’ mode and lets you explicitly 
show you’ve done your homework.

2. Usability

if you want something done, do it yourself, right? apply that 
to hyperlinks. it’s so much easier for the reader to verify your 
reference material, find related content or answer a call to 
action when you’ve given them something to click on. 

1. attachments can raise flags - By both spam filters and 
recipients, attachments may be viewed suspiciously.

2. attachments have file size limits - While we would still 
encourage keeping file sizes small, if you do need to 
send a larger file, attachments have file size limits. for 
files larger than 10mB using a link should be a rule.

3. attachments can use up a lot of storage -sending 
out hundreds of emails with a large attachment can 
chew up a lot of space. for some email accounts, sent 
emails will bounce if the storage is full preventing your 
message from getting through.

4. you can’t track who opens attachments - By sending 
attachments you’re unable to know whether your file 
was viewed.

5. it ttakes time to upload and download files or other 
attachments.

6. Large files cannot be sent by free email service.

7. additional software is required to open specific file 
format.

8. sometimes attachments and files sent by email 
contains virus which may affect your computer.

9. files may not be uploaded or downloaded properly 
from email if internet speed is slow.

3. Assists the Call to Action

When you add a hyperlink into your `call to action’ mix, the 
chances of action improve. Hyperlinking to your contact page, 
your subscription form or a website nudges those prospects 
along the path of conversion.

When you next email, sms or Whatsapp - and you have a lot of 
information to provide - remember your message will be more 
powerful if it’s brief and punchy and leave the 


